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Introduction  to CalcHEP 
models and symbolic session
numerical session and   kinematical distributions
event generation

Automatized Introduction of new models with LanHEP

CalcHEP batch Interface and link to                         
beyond the parton level MC generators 

Application of CalcHEP  for SM and BSM at LHC/LC

OUTLINE
location of this talk

http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/~belyaev/proj/talks/lc09_belyaev.pdf

http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/
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The WEB page of CalcHEP 
http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html

e-mail for your questions/requests/remarks
calchep@googlegroups.com , a.belyaev@soton.ac.uk

  
exercises

    for those who wants to practice and start using CalcHEP rightaway

Practical points

Exercise#xx

http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html
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Introduction to  CalcHEP 
Author(s)  

Alexander Pukhov
    (AB and Neil Christensen have joined the project in 2009)

Idea    
The effective study of HEP phenomenology  passing at   high 
level of automation from your favorite model to physical 
observables such as decay width, branching ratios, cross 
sections kinematic distributions, ...
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Introduction to  CalcHEP 
Author(s)  

Alexander Pukhov
    (AB and Neil Christensen have joined the project in 2009)

Idea    
The effective study of HEP phenomenology  passing at   high 
level of automation from your favorite model to physical 
observables such as decay width, branching ratios, cross 
sections kinematic distributions, ...

Analogous packages  (matrix element generators)
 http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/montecarlo/BSM/
 http://www-theory.lbl.gov/tools/

CompHEP (Boos et al)
MadGraph/MadEvent (Maltoni, Stelzer)
Grace/Helas (Fujimoto et al)
FeynArts/FeynCalc/FormCalc (Hahn et al)
WHIZARD,O'mega (Moretti, Ohl, Reuter)
Sherpa  (Krauss et al)

http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/montecarlo/BSM/
http://www-theory.lbl.gov/tools/
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Features/Limitations of CalcHEP
Can evaluate any decay and scattering 
processes within any (user defined) model!
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averaged amplitude
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Features/Limitations of CalcHEP
Can evaluate any decay and scattering 
processes within any (user defined) model! 

Tree-level processes     
Squared Matrix Element calculation

no spin information for outgoing particles – spin 
averaged amplitude

Limit on number of  external legs (involved particles) 
and number of diagrams

official limit – 8 , unofficial – none
 limit is set from the practical point of view:
● 2 → 6 (1→7)  set the essential time/memory limit
● number of diagrams ~ 500 set the disk space and 

the time limit
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Quick start with CalcHEP
practical notes on the installation: download code, read manual, compile

 http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html

http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html
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Download code, read manual and compile
 http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html

tar  -zxvf  calchep_2.x.x.tgz 
cd calchep_2.x.x
make

          the currrent version is 2.x.x = 2.5.4 
Create work directory

 From calchep_2.x.x directory:

        ./mkUsrDir ../calc_work
Supported operating system

Linux, IRIX, IRIX64, HP-UX, OSF1, SunOS, Darwin, CYGWIN
           (see getFlags file)

Quick start with CalcHEP:
practical notes on the installation

Exercise#1: Install CalcHEP

Download code, read manual and compile
 http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html

tar  -zxvf  calchep_2.x.x.tgz 
cd calchep_2.x.x
make

          the currrent version is 2.x.x = 2.5.4 
Create work directory

 From calchep_2.x.x directory:

        ./mkUsrDir ../work_calc
Supported operating system

http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html
http://theory.npi.msu.su/~pukhov/calchep.html
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Starting  CalcHEP

cd ../calc_work

Files:
 bin -> ........ /calchep_2.x.x/bin
 calchep
 calchep_batch
 calchep.ini
 models/
 results/
 tmp/

Start:
  ./calchep

cd ../calc_work

Files:
 bin -> ........ /calchep_2.x.x/bin
 calchep
 calchep.ini
 models/
 results/
 tmp/

Start:
  ./calchep

cd ../calc_work

Files:
 bin -> ........ /calchep_2.x.x/bin
 Calchep

 calchep.ini
 models/
 results/
 tmp/

Start:
  ./calchep
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Starting  CalcHEP
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Starting  CalcHEP
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CalcHEP menu structure:  symbolic part

Chose the model from 
the list or import  the 

new model from the file
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Model: prtclxx.mdl
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Model: prtclxx.mdl

Higgs boson width will be calculated `on the fly`
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Model: varsxx.mdl
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Model: funcxx.mdl
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Model: lgrngxx.mdl
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Model: extlibxx.mdl
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The syntax for the input is: P1[,P2] -> P3,P4, [,...,[N*x]]            
‘P1’,..., ‘P4’ are particle names, ‘N’ is the number of particles
Polarization for massless particles: P1%, P2% -> P3,P4, ...

hadron/composite particle  scattering
   'p,p->W+,b,B'
   unknown particle are assumed to be composite:
   'p' consists of u,U,d,D,s,S,c,C,b,B,G

 wild cards/names for outgoing particles    'H -> 2*x'
intermediate particles can be non-trivially excluded

   'W+ > 2, A>1, Z>3'
particle width can be calculated 'on-fly'

     '!wtop' , i.e. '!' symbol should be used in the prt table
particles spin

             0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2
            0,  1 ,  2,  3  , 4

Details of symbolic session
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 Principle KEYS for CalcHEP’s GUI

Enter menu 
selection

    (forward)

Exit menu 
selection

    (back)

Help!
(details on the 

menu choice)
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 Example of the symbolic calculation
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 Example of the symbolic calculation
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 Numerical part of CalcHEP
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subprocess menu
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control of the initial states and PDFs: LHC case
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control of the initial states and PDFs: ILC case
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model parameters
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dependent parameters
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QCD coupling and the scale
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setting kinematical cuts
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setting kinematical cuts

F1
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setting kinematical cuts

F1
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integration over the phase space
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Resulting M
bb 

kinematical distribution
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Resulting M
Wb

 kinematical distribution
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Resulting M
Wb

 kinematical distribution

Exercise#3
1. Calculate WbB production rates at Tevatron 

and LHC for P
T
 b-jet > 20 GeV, b-jet 

separation > 0.5, max pseudorapidity < 3
2. Plot bb- and Wb invariant mass distributions 
    for  PT b-jet > 20 GeV and PT b-jet > 40 GeV
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generation of events
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Useful scripts

GUI gives user a full control of details of symbolic/numerical 
session. Is there  automation of calculation involving  many 

sub-processes?

cycle over subprocesses
●  exit from the numerical session
●   cd results
●  ../bin/subproc_cycle  lumi nmax

requires 2 parameters:

1. luminosity

2. max number of events per process

e.g.    

../bin/subproc_cycle 1000 100000
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running  subproc_cycle for SM model
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Accessing your results

results are stored in “results” directory
output files:

  n_calchep  numerical module
  prt_nn          protocol
  distr_nn_mm summed distributions
  distr_nn individual distribution
  events_nn.txt events file
  list_prc.txt list of processes
  qnumbers qnumbers – PYTHIA input with new prt  

definitions
  session.dat current session status – format is similar to 

prt_nn  one
for every new process the “results” directory is offered to be 
renamed or removed
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protocol prt_nn
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Introduction to LanHEP package
Andrei Semenov: V3.0, arXiv:0805.0555

http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html
This is the program for Feynman rules generation in momentum  space

QCD as an example

Gauge term

Quark kinetic term

GF term and FP ghost term

http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html
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Introduction to LanHEP package
Andrei Semenov: V3.0, arXiv:0805.0555

http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html
This is the program for Feynman rules generation in momentum  space

QCD as an example

Gauge term

Quark kinetic term

GF term and FP ghost term

http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html
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Features of LanHEP
it reads Lagrangian written in the  form close to one used in 
publications and  transforms it into momenta space

it writes Feynman rules in the form of four tables in CompHEP 
format as well as tables in LaTeX format

LanHEP expands expression and combines similar terms user 
can define the substitution rules, it allows to define multiplets, and 
their components

it  can check whether the set of introduced vertices satisfies the 
electric charge conservation law

many more features: see manual(!) – using superpotential 
formalism, check for BRST invariance, two-component notation 
for fermions, ...
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Running LanHEP
 ../lhep  stand.mdl

File sm_tex processed, 0 sec.

File stand.mdl processed, 1 sec.

 LanHEP installation

 http://theory.sinp.msu.ru/~semenov/lanhep.html

tar -zxvf  lhepxxx.tar.gz

cd lhepxxx

make

make clean
Exercise#4
install LanHEP
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Using the superpotential formalism 
in the MSSM and its extensions

Superpotential – a polynomial W depending on scalar fields  A
i

The most general form of the MSSM superpotential which does 
not violate gauge invariance and the SM conservation laws is:

which in LanHEP notation will take a form

Where H1, H2, L, R, Q, U, D should be  defined above as doublets 
and singlets in terms of scalar particles.

keep_lets statement substitution of  H1, H2, L, R, Q, U, D in terms 
of their components 
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Using the superpotential formalism 
in the MSSM and its extensions

Yuakawa interactions are given  by

which in the LanHEP language will take form

where fH1, fH2  should be defined above as fermionic partners of 
corresponding multiples, e.g. 
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Using the superpotential formalism 
in the MSSM and its extensions

FF* term from scalar supersymmetric potential 

where Wc should be decleared above as the conjugate superpotential

FF* term  can be introduced even in shorter way as

where

in LanHEP notation will take a form

where  dfdfc(W,H1) function evaluates the variational derivative, 
multiplies it by the conjugate expression and returns the result
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 CalcHEP interface with MC generators via 
events in  Les Houches accord format (LHE)
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format of the event_nn.txt files

the idea is to generate events for production and decay 
process and connect them together into LHE file 

Events generation with CalcHEP
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Events generation with CalcHEP

Dirs are accessible at
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/~belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/
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bin/event_mixer nevents event_dirs
mixes subprocesses and connects scattering and decay events

the output is event_mixer.lhe file

Events generation with CalcHEP
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calchep_batch batch_file

CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot!

batch_file
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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Recent applications:   B-L extension of SM [see M. Pruna’s talk]

Extra U(1)' : Z', heavy long leaving neutrino
(in collaboration with S. Moretti, L. Basso, M.Pruna, C. Shepherd) 

arXiv:0812.4313
 arXiv:0903.4777 

LHC

ILC
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 Recent applications:  
 W'  3-lepton signatures from 3-site Higgsless model

Z’ line shape  Z’ study at ILC:
the Z’ width can be measured precisely [2.5%],
So we will be able to understand
 which higgsless model takes place!

 arXiv:0708.2588

arXiv:0907.2662 
AB, Chivukula, Christensen, Simmons, 
He, Kurachi, Tanabashi
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 Recent applications:  
 phenomenology of WalkingTechnicolor models

and

 arXiv:0809.0793

AB, Foadi, Frandsen, Järvinen, 
Pukhov, Sannino

N
c
 = 3, N

f 
= 2  

in the two-index symmetric
SU(2)

L
 X SU(2)

R
  SU(2)

V

two triplets of heavy mesons

ILC@1TeV
(work in progress)

MA=500 GeV

LHC
[see F. Sannino’s talk]
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 Recent applications:  
 sbottom coannihilation scenario at ILC

work in progress

AB, Nomerotski, Lastovicka, 
Medin Pukhov, 

 If sbottom (stop) and neutralino have a small mass split 
they can account for co-annihilation in early Universe 
through this type of diagrams:

 Sbottom can be produced at ILC, then it decays to b and 
neutralino:

e

e
0~χ

bb
~

the small mass split leads to 
very soft b-jets and missing pT.

background process

If sbottom  and neutralino have a small 
mass split they can account for co-
annihilation in early Universe through 
this type of diagrams:

one of 50 diagrams is regularized by 
non-zero electron mass the minimal 
(p

1
-p

3
)2 is non zero and equal to

   numerical cancellations are of the order of m
e

4/E4 ~ 10-30 and one 
should keep 30 digits this is possible only in quadruple precision
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CalcHEP
CompHEP
MadGraph

MC generatorsLanHEP
FeynRules

Lagrangian

We have powerful tools connected in one chain! 

What is the most time consuming link?
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? CalcHEP
CompHEP
MadGraph

MC generatorsLanHEP
FeynRules

Lagrangian

We have powerful tools connected in one chain! 

What is the most time consuming link?
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Future plans

Include finite width into  production-decay connection (done!)

Include polarization effects into  production-decay chain

kinematical cuts generalization  (done!)

QCD scale definition  (leading diagram) 

polarization for massive particles

database of the models
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Final remarks

Advantages of CalcHEP – 

    easy model implementation, convenient interface, batch mode.

 

Ready to be used by wide range of HEP community: 

    from model builders to experimentalists!

Read manuals/help – all details are there!  

Automation tools are powerful but 

      should not be blindly trusted or blamed !
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Backup Slides
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control of resonances

F1
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phase-space mapping
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running  subproc_cycle for SM(CKM=1) model

Note the d- and s- quarks IDs

For SM(CKM=1) model PDF of d- and s- quarks is redefined
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Syntax of LanHEP
The LanHEP input file is the sequence of statements, each starts 
with a special identifier (such as parameter, lterm, etc) and ends 
with the full-stop '.' symbol. Statement can occupy several lines 
 Identifiers: Indentfiers are the names of particles, parameters etc.
 Constants: integers, floating point numbers, strings
 Comments:
 Order of the indices of the objects (default):

    
declaring  new groups:

parameters

particles
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Syntax of LanHEPSpecials

Orthogonal matrices

Including files

Checking electric charge conservation

Running LanHEP
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Vertices with color particles in CalcHEP

The CalcHEP Lagrangian tables do not describe explicitly the 

color structure of a vertex.

If color particles are present in the vertex, the following implicit 

contractions are assumed (p, q, r are color indices):

There are no other color structures in CalcHEP

±pq for two color particles A1
p and A

2
q

¸rpq for three particles, which are color triplet, antitriplet and octet

fpqr for three color octets
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Vertices with color particles in CalcHEP

4-gluon vertex  can be split it into 3-legs vertices 

Here the field         is a Lorenz tensor and color octet, and this field 

has constant propagator.

If gluon name in CalcHEP is ’G’, the name ’G.t’ is used for this 

tensor particle; its indices are denoted as ’m_’ and ’M_’ 

      (’_’ is the number of the particle in table item).
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Vertices with color particles in LanHEP

The splitting of vertex with 4 colored particle into 3-particles 

vertices is done by LanHEP automatically: each vertex containing 

4 color particles is split to 2 vertices which are joined by 

automatically  generated auxiliary field

option SplitCol1=N.
         where N is a number:

-1 remove all vertices with 4 color particles from Lagrangian;
0 turn off multiplet level vertices splitting;
1 allows vertices splitting with 4 color multiplets;
2 allows vertices splitting with any 4 scalar multiplets except Higgs

option SplitCol2=N.
where N is a number:
0 disable vertex level splitting;
1 enable vertex level splitting (only for vertices with 4 color particles).

the default value is 2 for SplitCol1 and 1 for SplitCol2
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one of the options is to convert LHE file into ntuple and use 
PAW/Root packages to perform event analysis at the parton level
bin/nt_maker event_mixer.lhe → produces event_mixer_1.nt
cd paw ; pawX11  ; exe dubna.kumac

What do we do with LHE file?

energy resolution effect


